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Ottoman Empire 
 
Movement: Table A (see notes) 

   
Firing:  Table B Janissaries 
  Table B Nizam-i-Jedid  
  Table C All others 
 
 

Infantry: 
 
Unit Type Light 

O/O 
1790 
1820 

Notes 

Albanians  5 Provincial 
Arnaut  5 Macedonian 
Azapas (Azab): Deniz * Yes 5 Marines 
Azapas (Azab): Kale + M Yes 4 Frontier fortress garrison 
Bedouin T Yes 4 Tribesmen 
Bosnians  5 Provincial 
Bostangi  8 Sultan bodyguard (gardeners) 
Circassian  5 Provincial 
Coroudijs *  5 Forest rangers 
Corsairs or Pirates * Yes 6 Barbary coast fame 
Derbents + (Greek or Bosnian) Yes 5 Mountain units 
Fellahin S M  3 - 4 Egypt peasants (50% non musket armed) 
Foot Gonulluyan M  5 Fortress garrison 
Foot Tartars + M Yes 4 Crimean 
Greek Martolos T Yes 4 Hired bandits 
Janissary: Benluk or Beyliks  8 Capital guards (61 Ortas) 
Janissary: Devedjis  8 Senior Ortas – Camel drivers 
Janissary: Djemaats or Cemaat  7 Frontier janissary (101 Ortas) 
Janissary: Sebans or Sekban  7 Field or march janissary (34 Ortas) 
Janissary: Solaks * (2x armed) Yes 8 60th – 63rd Ortas (Sultan’s) 
Kurds T Yes 4 Provincial tribe 
Levant + M Yes 4 Local landless brigands 
Meccans  4 Provincial 
Nizam-i-Jedid + (1789-1799) 
Segban-i-Cedit + (1807-1808) 

Yes 6 New Model army, European trained 

Sekhan  5 Typical Anatolian infantry 
Tufekcis * R Yes 5 Sharpshooter 
Tufendjli  4 Local frontier musketeer 
Voynik  5 Serbian  
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Cavalry: 
 
Unit Type Cavalry 

Weight 
1790 
1820 

Notes 

Acanzi * Irregular 4 Raiders (also Turcoman cavalry) 
Bashibazouks * ! Light 6 “Crazy heads” 
Bedouin * Irregular 5 Tribesmen 
Berbers * Irregular 5 Tribesmen 
Boluk-bashi Guard Cuirassier 9 Guard of sacred Sanjak Sherif 
Celebus ! Heavy 6 Former Ottoman line cavalry 
Dellis * ! Light 7 Elite Bashibazouks 
Gureba ! Medium 7 Left or Right flank cavalry 
Irregular Arab 
Bedouin Camels * 

Irregular 4 Camel unit 

Lagator ! Heavy 6 Bosnian heavy cavalry 
Mamelukes * ! Light 8 Egyptian ruler cavalry 
Nizam-i-Jedid * Light 7 European trained cavalry 
Organized Arab - 
Bedouin Camels * ! 

Medium 5 Camel unit 

Silahtar Heavy 9 Former Sultan guard cavalry 
Sipahi Oglans Heavy 9 Sultan guard unit 
Sipahis of the Porte Heavy 8 Sipahis paid by Sultan 
Sipahis: Cuirassier armor ! Cuirassier 7 Armored cavalry 
Sipahis: Light armor ! Heavy 7 Line cavalry 
Sipahis: Provincial ! Medium 6 Typical Ottoman “Line” cavalry 
Tartars * ! Light 5 Crimea levy cavalry 
Timariots (Toprakli) * Light 6 Landowner Feudal levy 
Turcoman  Irregular 5 Provincial elites 
Ulufecijan ! Heavy 7 Elite Left or Right flank cavalry 
Yoruks * ! Light 5 Volunteer raider for booty 
Zaims * ! Light 5 Feudal levy cavalry 
    
 
 
Artillery & Train: 
 
Unit Type 1790 

1820 
Notes 

Ottoman Artillery - Topiji @ 6 Artillerymen (see notes) 
Ottoman Mortars – Khurumbadji @ 6 Mortar men (see notes) 
Ottoman Artillery Provincial - Topiji @ 6 Artillerymen (see notes) 
Guastadour (Lagimci) @ 7 Sappers or pioneers 
Top Arabalari 6 Fortified wagon unit 
Jareli 5 Frontier artillery 
Caravan Traders 3 Armed traders with army 
Djebedji 5 Artillery train guards 
Train 4 Oxen – Camel drawn 
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Ottoman National Characteristics: 
 
Artillery Commands (Ottoman): 
1790-1820 All Ottoman artillery must be placed within an artillery command organization 

or attached to a senior level headquarters command. No artillery batteries 
were assigned to infantry or cavalry commands. Typically, the Ottoman army 
would have one artillery command for the right wing, left wing, and center 
body of the army. The minimum number of batteries for an independent 
artillery command is three batteries of any size and weight. 

 
Ottoman Artillery crews: 
1790-1820 Add CMR +1 for morale checks and shock combat if the artillery base is 

adjacent (touching) to another manned Ottoman artillery battery. Ottoman 
artillery crew miniatures have specialist abilities (sapper) to construct 
defensive positions (earthworks etc) around their cannon. They cannot 
construct positions for other Ottoman infantry units. If the battery limbers up 
and leaves the entrenched position, upon reaching a distance of 4” away of 
the former entrenched position, the entrenchment is removed from the 
tabletop unless another Ottoman battery is within 4” and is remaining in the 
entrenched artillery position. 

 
Camels: 
1790-1820 Ottoman camel units may be used in desert areas. They cause a terrain 

disorder (CMR -2) for any European raised horse mounted unit if within 2” of 
the camel unit. 

 
Defensive Positions: 
1790-1820 Ottomans normally fought behind defensive positions. Ottomans armies 

receive additional “free” 10% of army points towards defensive positions (see 
xx.xxx). These extra cannot be used towards additional infantry, cavalry, 
artillery units or command points. 

 
Ottoman Gun Wagons: 
1790-1820 Ottoman armies generally set up a “fortress” wall of their wagons in the 

battlefield rear areas. These wagons mounted extra large musket (wall guns), 
which can be assumed to fire like regimental artillery on each wagon fortress 
face (4 faces max.). Ottoman infantry can fire “through” the wagon base as it 
is assumed they are manning the gaps. They cannot be fired while moving. 
They have a 180’ angle of fire (one sided). European battles only. Gun 
wagons are based in a 2” x 4” basing. 

 
Ottoman Impetuous Cavalry ( ! ): 
1790-1820 Any close order Ottoman cavalry marked with “ ! “ has a chance to 

involuntary declare a charge if a enemy formation completes it’s movement 
phase within the Ottoman cavalry’s charge angle and within 8” of the 
Ottoman cavalry. 
 
To determine if the close order Ottoman cavalry does impetuous charges, roll 
a 10D in the up coming shock phase. If the number is less than the current 
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unit CMR, then the Ottoman cavalry goes into a state of charge for that shock 
phase. Commander or officers can modify the CMR with a “positive value” to 
prevent the impetuous charge. Impetuous charging is similar to a “declared 
charge” for the shock phase. The Ottoman cavalry may angle as per the 
declared charge cavalry rules. 
The Ottoman player can always order a countercharge as per the rules if 
enemy formation movement is within 4” of the frontal facing. Ottoman cavalry, 
if successful, can continue their charge as per the normal cavalry charge 
rules, including the extended charge distance of 6”. 
 

Irregular: 
1790-1820 See rule at front under National rules. 
 
Islamic Religious Character: 
1790-1820 All Ottoman combat formations were known for their offensive combative 

skills when fighting the heathen foe. Therefore, all Ottoman units, which start 
with a CMR of 5 or higher, have a shock combat morale adjustment of CMR 
+1 to determine any morale checks during shock combat phase. This rule is 
omitted for Christian units within the Ottoman army or when fighting other 
Islamic armies. 

 
Janissary “Rayas”: 
1790-1820 Janissary “Rayas” are attached open order skirmishers to janissary ortas. 

Typically there is one raya miniature per orta of janissary. Use the base CMR 
of the parent janissary orta for morale and shock combat situations. 

 
No Linear formations: 
1790-1820 Ottoman infantry cannot form a linear (1 miniature deep) formation. The 

miniatures must be grouped into a massed formation (column like) of at least 
2 ranks (as even as possible). This reflects the massed “mob like formations 
used by the Ottomans. If the Ottoman infantry is defending inside trenches, 
they can form their formations one miniature deep while in the trench work. 
Note: the European trained units like Nizam-i-Jedid are omitted from these 
rules. 

 
MFP Infantry Losses: 
1790-1820 Ottoman infantry losses count as ½ MFP point calculation unlike normal 

European miniatures at 1 point per miniature lost. Ottoman cavalry, artillery, 
train units, and command MFP losses count normally. 

 
Militia: 
1790-1820 See rule at front under National rules. 
 
Nizam-i-Cedid vs. Janissary: 
1790-1808 These two unit types will never be seen in the Ottoman army together. They 

hated each other and will cause an internal war within the Ottoman army. 
During 1808-1809, the Sultan “hide” his Nizam-i-Jedid (Segban-i-Cedit ) units 
on fear of a janissary rebellion. 
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Ottoman Cavalry Movement: 
1790-1820 All non-irregular weight Ottoman cavalry move at 2” extra for their weight 

classification. Irregular cavalry receives no additional movement distance. 
 
Ottoman Infantry Movement: 
1790-1820 All Ottoman infantry has a base 9” movement in close order and 10”” in open 

order formations. Only Ottoman “all round defensive formation (see no 
Ottoman squares) moves at a reduced “square” movement rate. Nizam-i-
Jedid move like normal Class A infantry for column, linear or square 
formations. 

 
Ottoman Oxen Drawn Artillery: 
1790-1820 Oxen teams drew much of the Ottoman artillery. In general, horse or camel 

drew 10% of the artillery. All oxen drawn artillery moves 6” in battle mode and 
limbers / unlimbers like positional artillery (see positional artillery rule at front 
under National rules). 

 
Ottoman Overrun: 
1790-1820 a.  If Ottoman cavalry defeat, in offensive shock combat, a heavier weight 

enemy cavalry, the retiring enemy cavalry suffer a ride though table roll. A -2 
die roll modifier applied and counts only the front rank miniatures of the 
victorious cavalry. 
b.  If Ottoman cavalry defeat, in offensive shock combat enemy foot (infantry 
or artillery), use the normal ride thought rules with +2 die roll modifier. 
c.  If Ottoman infantry cause a ROUT (“R”) result from offensive shock 
combat, either a direct shock combat result or cumulative morale rout caused 
by DR1 or DR against a morale disordered formation, the routing enemy 
infantry or artillery suffer a ride through table roll. Again, a -2 die roll modifier 
applied and counting only the front rank of victorious Ottoman infantry. Note: 
Defending open order formation is especially at peril for this rule. Nizam-i-
Jedid units omit this rule. 
d.  Ottoman infantry without firearms are only -1 for the ride thought table roll. 
 
Anytime the Ottoman player uses these special ride though cases above, the 
Ottoman unit is placed immediately, before the next shock combat is 
adjudicated, into a state of morale disorder if not already in a state of morale 
disorder. 

 
Ottoman Skirmisher Availability: 
1790-1820 Unless special notes given or the unit has internal organization open order 

skirmishers (aka.. light co.), all basic Ottoman infantry CMR 5 or higher can 
deploy one or two (1-2) semi-skirmisher rated open order miniatures before 
the Ottoman unit. This is similar to the Germanic third rank skirmisher rule 
(xx.319). The Ottoman unit is not required to be a veteran unit. 

 
No Ottoman Squares: 
1790-1820 Ottoman infantry cannot form squares. They can form an “all round” defensive 

posture formation but it not considered a square formation vs. enemy cavalry. 
The “-2” CMR shock combat modifier when infantry is charged by charge 
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doesn’t apply for Ottoman infantry. Note: The Nizam-i-Jedid units omit this 
rule as they were European trained. 

 
Russo-Ottoman Hatred: 
1790-1820 This rule is used for any battle or shock combat between Russian and 

Ottoman units. In any shock combat situation the side forced to retire suffers 
an additional miniature lost above the loss on the chart. No prisoners are 
taken. 

 
Specific Ottoman Unit CMR: 
 
None at this moment have been identified 
 
Ottoman Composition: 
 
1790-1820 The Ottomans used far more cavalry than any European army. Cavalry may 

comprise up to 50% of the Ottoman army total effective numbers. The 
following chart shows a rough percentage greater than 100% to allow for 
normal variations in force unlike the other charts. The percentages should 
therefore be thought of as maximum for each unit type. 

 
Infantry Unit Types Europe Egypt Middle East 
Janissary 35% 15% 33% 
Elite or Guard 
Janissary 

6%  10% 

Nizam-i-Jedid 25% 10% 25% 
Sekhans 55% 35% 50% 
Fellahin  60%  
Other Infantry 20% 15% 25% 
Cavalry Unit Types    
Suvarileris 25% 15% 30% 
Sultan Guard 
Cavalry 

5%  5% 

Sipahis 60% 20% 40% 
Mamelukes 5% 70% 10% 
Yoruks 30% 5% 25% 
Dellis 5% 5% 5% 
Arab Cavalry 10% 30% 20% 
Other Cavalry 60% 20% 40% 
Suvarileris = Gureba, Ulufecijan, Silahtar and Sipahi Oglan. These units were generally paid soldiers of the 
Ottoman army. 
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Artillery Composition: 
 
1790-1820 A good maximum cannon number ratio would be 4 miniatures per cannon 

down to a minimum cannon ratio of 8 miniatures per cannon. 
Many cannon were small 6lb< in size. Other cannon could be huge and siege 
cannon were common in the battle line. Oxen transport was common. 
Typically, Ottoman batteries were 10 cannon with 2 crew artillerymen 
miniatures. Provincial artillery could have lesser cannon in their batteries. 
 
Mixed  cannon weight batteries were common. Use the 8lb - 9lb [mixed] firing 
line on the artillery charts except for actual siege artillery batteries. 
 
There was two “European equipped” 6lb horse batteries and 2 camel drawn 
6lb batteries (Middle east) in the Ottoman army.  

  See the attached Ottoman artillery notes for additional details. 
 
Typical Ottoman “uniforms” 
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Link for Ottoman information outlined below. 
 
http://www.militaryphotos.net/forums/showthread.php?159494-Ottoman-Units-amp-
Uniforms-amp-Weapons-(1299-1923) 
 
Janissaries 
The force was created by the Sultan Murad I from Muslim sons in the 14th century and was 
abolished by Sultan Mahmud II in 1826 with the Auspicious Incident.  The Janissary corps 
was significant in a number of ways. The janissaries wore uniforms, were paid in cash as 
regular soldiers, and marched to distinctive music, the mehter, similar to a modern 
marching band. 
 
The Ottomans were the first state to maintain a standing army in Europe since the Roman 
Empire. The janissaries have been likened to the Roman Praetorian Guard and they had 
no equivalent in the Christian armies of the time, where the feudal lords raised troops 
during wartime. A janissary battalion was effectively the soldier's family. They lived in their 
barracks and served as policemen and firefighters during peacetime.  
  
The Janissary corps was also distinctive in the regular payment of a cash salary to the 
troops, and differed from the contemporary practice of paying troops only during wartime. 
The janissaries were paid quarterly and the Sultan himself, after authorizing the payment of 
the salaries, dressed as a janissary, visited the barracks and received his salary as a 
regular trooper of the First Division. 
Logistical support also set the janissaries apart from their contemporaries. The janissaries 
waged war as one part of a well-organized military machine. The Ottoman army had a 
corps to prepare the road, a corps to pitch the tents ahead, a corps to bake the bread. The 
cebeci corps carried and distributed weapons and ammunition. The Janissary corps had its 
own internal medical auxiliaries, Muslim and Jewish surgeons who would travel with the 
corps during campaigns and had organized methods of moving the wounded and the sick 
to traveling hospitals behind the lines. 
 
These differences, along with a war-record that was impressive, made the janissaries into a 
subject of interest and study by foreigners in their own time. Although eventually the 
concept of the modern army incorporated and surpassed most of the distinctions of the 
janissary, and the Ottoman Empire dissolved the Janissary corps, the image of the 
janissary has remained as one of the symbols of the Ottomans in the western psyche. 
In return for their loyalty and their fervor in war, janissaries gained privileges and benefits. 
They received a cash salary, received booty during wartime and enjoyed a high living 
standard and respected social status. At first they had to live in barracks and could not 
marry until retirement, or engage in any other trade but by the mid-18th century they had 
taken up many trades and gained the right to marry and enroll their children in the corps 
and very few continued to live in the barracks. Many of them became administrators and 
scholars. Retired or discharged Janissaries received pensions and their children were also 
looked after. This evolution away from their original military vocation was the essence of 
the system's demise. In later years, they received "assession money", a gift from the 
incoming sultan. 
 
Recruitment, training and status 
The first janissary units were formed from prisoners of war and slaves, probably as a result 
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of the sultan taking his traditional one-fifth share of his army's booty in kind rather than 
cash. From the 1380s onwards, their ranks were filled under the devşirme system, where 
feudal dues were paid by service to the sultan. The "recruits" were mostly Christian youths, 
reminiscent of Mamelukes. Sultan Murad may have used futuwa groups as a model. 
Initially the recruiters favored Greeks (who formed the largest part of the first units) and 
Albanians (who also served as gendarmes), usually selecting about one boy from forty 
houses, but the numbers could be changed to correspond with the need for soldiers. Boys 
aged 14-18 were preferred, though ages 8-20 could be taken. 
As borders of the Ottoman Empire expanded, the devşirme was extended to include 
Albanians, Bulgarians, Macedonians, Armenians, Croats, Bosnians and Serbs and later 
Romanians, Poles, Ukrainians and southern Russians. 
The janissaries first began enrolling outside the devşirme system during the reign of Sultan 
Murad III (1546-1595) and abandoned devşirme recruitment completely during the 17th 
century. After this period, volunteers were enrolled, mostly of Muslim origin. 
Janissaries’ reputation increased to the point that by 1683, Sultan Mehmet IV abolished the 
devşirme as increasing numbers of originally Muslim Turkish families had already enrolled 
their own sons into the force hoping for a lucrative career. Every governor wanted to have 
his own janissary troops. 
 
Janissary corps 
The corps was organized in ortas (equivalent to battalion). An orta was headed by çorbaci. 
All ortas together would comprise the proper Janissary corps and its organization named 
ocak (literally "hearth"). Suleiman I had 165 ortas but the number over time increased to 
196. The Sultan was the supreme commander of the Army and the janissaries in particular, 
but the corps was organized and led by their supreme ağa (commander). The corps was 
divided into three sub-corps: 
 
 The cemaat (frontier troops; also spelled jemaat), with 101 ortas 
 The beyliks or beuluks (the Sultan's own bodyguard), with 61 ortas 
 The sekban or seirnen, with 34 ortas 
 
In addition there were also 34 ortas of the ajemi (cadets). A semi-autonomous janissary 
corps was permanently based in Algiers. 
Originally janissaries could be promoted only through seniority and within their own orta. 
They would leave the unit only to assume command of another. Only janissaries' own 
commanding officers could punish them. The rank names were based on positions in a 
kitchen staff or troop of hunters, perhaps to emphasize that janissaries were servants of the 
Sultan. 
Local janissaries, stationed in a town or city for a long time, were known as yerliyyas. 
 
Corps strength 
The full strength of the janissary troops varied from maybe 100 to more than 200,000. 
According to David Nicolle, the number of Janissaries in the 14th century was 1,000, and 
estimated to be 6,000 in 1475, whereas the same source estimates 40,000 as the number 
of Timariot, the provincial soldiers. After the defeat in 1699, the number was reduced, but it 
was increased in the 18th century to 113,400 soldiers according to Ottoman sources, but 
most were not actual soldiers and were accepted into the army through corrupt means and 
were only taking salary. 
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Ranking Structure 
These titles could have different meaning in different areas or types of unit. Basically, 
however, ranks ran as follows 
 
Administrative Officers: 
  
Nazır: Supervisor of Crops 
Ağa: Commander of a regiment or large unit 
Kethüda: Lieutenant or assistant to a commanding officer 
Kethüda Yeri:  
 
Executive Officers 
 
Katib: Chief Scribe 
Çavuş Başı: Sergeant Major 
Kapuçu: Chief Orderly 
 
Operational Offices  
 
Çorbacı: Colonel 
Odabaşi: Colonel's Assistant 
Vakilharç: Commissary 
Bayraktar: Standard Bearer 
Aşçı başı  Chief Cook 
Saki: Water Bearer 
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Jenicheri Aghasi (Yeniçeri ağası) (Commander-in-Chief of the Janissaries) 
He was the leader of the Janissary Corps, responsible for everything to do with the Corps, 
on a par with today's Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces. He lived in the Palace 
known as Agha Kapousou and took part in the meetings of the Divan (Council of State). He 
was the msot important of all the Aghas and wore a special robe when coming to Divan. At 
times he took the place of the Vizier and then he entered the presence of the Sultan by 
bowing and kissing the skirt of his coat twice. He helped the Sultan to dismount from his 
horse and was responsible for law and order within the city of Istanbul. He was also in 
charge of putting out fires. The Commander-in-Chief was paid daily fees of 500 akches, 
plus an annual salary of 90,000 akches. Promotion for the Commander-in-Chief was to be 
made Governor General or Grand Vizier but if he was demoted he was made Sandjak-Bey 
(Governor General of a Sandjak or subdivision of a province). Once every three years, the 
Commander-in-Chief was given a horse from the stable of the Sultan. The post was 
dissolved with the rest of the Janissary Corps in 1826.  
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Bölük ağası 
 

     
Bashchavoush (Baş Çavuş) (Officer of the Janissary Corps) 
These were the senior of all the officers in the Janissary Corps. They were sometimes 
referred to as the Chief Sergeant and were also the Commander of the Fifth Squadron. The 
Bashchavoush would cover for the Kethudas (or Kahia Bey) in his absence but should not 
be confused with the Chavoush Bashis (the Chief of the Sultan's Bodyguard) even though 
they did, later, become Chief Sergeants in the Janissary Corps.  
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Koul Kahyası (Kul Kahyası) (General of the Boulouk Janissaries) 
He was assistant to the Commander-in-Chief of the Janissary Corps. Originally he was 
lower in rank than the Chief of Sekbans but, in later years, they were demoted below the 
Koul Kahyası. Administration of the Corps was his particular responsibility – promotions, 
appointments etc. 
 

 
Kapidjibashi (Kapıcı Başı) (Head of the Palace Doorkeepers)  
This man was the senior doorkeeper in the Palace. When foreign ambassadors came, it 
was the duty of the Kapidjibashi to lead them into the presence of the Sultan. There were 
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four Head Doorkeepers in the Palace and their superior was a General. In later years their 
numbers increased. 
 
Orta Chavoushou (Orta Çavuş) (Sergeant of the Janissaries) 
These Sergeants were under the command of the Chief Sergeant and were responsible for 
relaying commands to the other ranks. They were sometimes called Middle Sergeants - 
there were three ranks of sergeants: Minor, Middle and Chief Sergeants. Dismissals being 
executed by him. The post disappeared when the Janissary Corps was abolished in 1826. 
 
 
 

      
Four regiments (Bölükat-i Erba´a) & Janissary Standards 
 
 
Janissary Officers 
 

 
Cebeci Kahyası (General of Supplies and Ammunition) 
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Djebkhane Karakoulloukchousou (Cebehane Karakullukçusu) 
(Orderly to Colonel of Supplies and Ammunition) 
He was one of the soldiers who dealt with ammunition and was entrusted with the task of 
protecting the powder magazine.  
 

 
Djebkhane Chorbadjisi (Cebehane Çorbacısı) (Colonel of Supplies and Ammunition) 
This was a Janissary officer who was responsible for ammunition. 
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Janissary Chorbadjisi (Yeniçeri Çorbacısı) 
 
 

        
Çorbaci (sometimes variously transliterated as chorbaji, chorbadzhi, tschorbadji) 
(Turkish: çorbacı, "soup server") was a military rank of Janissaries, a commander of an orta 
(regiment), i.e., approximately corresponding to the rank of colonel. The word derives from 
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"çorba", "soup", and literally means "soup server", "the one who feeds people with soup". 
In the Republic of Macedonia and in Bulgaria in Ottoman times the term "çorbaci" 
(Macedonian: чорбаџи, Bulgarian: чорбаджия, chorbadzhiya) referred to the rural elite: 
heads of villages and other rural communities and rich peasants. Ottomans employed them 
in various administrative positions of tax collectors and in courts of law. Since the 19th 
century in independent Bulgaria the term largely fell out of use as the Ottoman system was 
abandoned. 
The word is still in use in vernacular Turkish and Bulgarian with the meaning of "boss". It is 
also a common family name among Albanians, Bulgarians, Turks or Ukrainians (e.g. a vice-
governor of Odessa is Ivan Chorbadzhi - Иван Чорбаджи). 
 
 

 
Ousta (Usta)(Cook) 
These were the minor officers of the Janissary Corps. Their job was to take charge of the 
cooking. Each battalion Ousta had a different uniform. 
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Bash Kara-Koulloukchou (Baş Karakullukçu) (Chief Orderly of Janissary Officers) 
These were the head orderlies of the Janissary Officers in the Companies and Battalions. 
Their rank was the equivalent of Junior Sergeant and they were the Orderlies of the 
Colonel of Janissaries and Military Policemen.  
 
Kara Koulloukchou (Karakullukçular) (Sergeants) 
Junior sergeants of the Janissary Corps, who were Orderlies of the Chorbadjis (Colonel), 
and Military Policemen. They were chosen from the Adjemi-Oghlans (conscript boys 
chosen and brought up to join the Janissaries) and employed to provide room service. The 
new recruits were paid two golden coins called duzen-akchesi. Their duties were to clean 
the rooms, to clean the shoes of fellow Janissaries and their guests, to wash up dishes, 
chop wood, shopping, etc. Some orderlies carried out the tasks of bodyguard and horse-
keeper to the Colonel of the Janissaries. 
 
Orta Sakasi (Orta Sakası) (Water-carrier for the Janissary Corps) 
They provided water for the Janissary Corps. Orta meant Battalion and Sakka, the origin of 
Sakasi, meant water-carrier. In the reign of Sultan Mahmoud the Second, when reforms 
were being made, the name of the water carriers was changed to Sebildji, which means 
"man who distributes water free of charge." There was a water carrier in the Imperial 
Palace, their leader being called Saka Bashi (Chief Water Carrier). 
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Janissary Troops 
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  A Janissary from Baghdad Corps 
 

  A Janissary in Egypt 
 
The End of the Janissary 
  
The Auspicious Incident (or Event) (in Turkish Vaka-i Hayriye Fortunate Event; in 
Balkans known as Vaka-i Şerriye Unfortunate Incident in Arabic waqa'a وو ااققععةة خخييررييةة 
khyriya) was the forced disbandment of the centuries-old Janissary corps by Ottoman 
sultan Mahmud II in June 1826.  
By the early 17th century, the Janissary corps had ceased to function as an elite military 
unit. Many Janissaries were not soldiers and simply extorted money from the Turkish state 
and dictated its government, adding to the steady decline of the Ottoman Empire. Any 
sultan who attempted to modernize the Ottoman military structure and replace the 
Janissaries was either immediately killed or deposed. 
 
By 1826, the Janissaries were almost universally hated throughout the Ottoman Empire. 
When they noticed that the Sultan Mahmud II was forming a new army and hiring European 
gunners, they mutinied, but the Sipahis forced them to retreat to their barracks in Istanbul 
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and Thessaloniki. In the ensuing fight the Janissary barracks at Etmeydanı in Aksaray were 
set in flames by artillery fire resulting in a massive number of casualties. The ringleaders 
were either exiled or executed and their possessions confiscated by the Sultan. History 
writer Jason Goodwin estimates that "perhaps 10,000" were killed on the first day. Many 
ordinary Janissaries, especially in the provinces, on the whole survived by keeping a low 
profile and taking ordinary jobs. Religious Bektaşi order, a core Janissary institution, was 
also disbanded, followers executed or exiled. A new modern corps, Asakir-i Mansure-i 
Muhammediye (Muhammed's Victorious Army) was established by Mahmud II to replace 
the Janissaries. 
 

 
 

Elite Cavalry 
The Six Divisions (Alti Bölük) was a corps of mounted elite soldiers in the Ottoman army. 
There were not really six but four division s. Two of the six were sub-divisions. The 
divisions were: 
 

Sipahis (From Persian, translated roughly as ''army men'') 
Silahdars (From Persian, translated roughly as ''weapon bearers'') 
Ulufeciler (translated as ''stipendiary''), organized in two sub- divisions: 

Ulufeciler of the Left 
Ulufeciler of the Right 

 
Garipler (translated roughly as ''strangers''), organized in two sub-divisions: 

Garipler of the Left 
Garipler of the Right 

 
The elite cavalry was the mounted counterpart to the Janissaries and played an important 
part in the Ottoman army. The Six Divisions were probably founded during the reign of 
Sultan Mehmed II (1451-1481), but the Sipahis had existed since 1326. 
The most important of these divisions was the Sipahis. 
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The Sipahis' status resembled that of the knights of medieval Europe but less armored.  
By the time of the Napoleonic wars, body or horse armor was rarely carried in battle. 
 
The Sipahi was the holder of a fief of land (tîmâr; hence the alternative name Tîmârli 
Sipahi) granted directly by the Ottoman sultan and was entitled to all of the income from 
that land, in return for military service.  
 

   
 
The Sipahis were originally founded during the reign of Murat I. Although the Sipahis were 
originally recruited, like the Janissaries using the devshirme system, by the time of Sultan 
Mehmet II their ranks were only chosen from among the ethnic Turks who owned land 
within imperial borders. The Sipahi eventually became the largest of the six divisions of the 
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Ottoman cavalry, and were the mounted counterpart to the Janissaries, who fought on foot.  
 
Until the mid-18th century provincial sipahi cavalry formed the majority of most Ottoman 
armies. They numbered around 40,000 men in the 15th and 16th centuries, over half of 
whom came from the European provinces (Romelia). 
A timar was the smallest unit of land owned by a Sipahi, providing yearly revenue of no 
more than 10,000 akçe (which was between two and four times what a teacher earned). A 
ziamet was a larger unit of land, yielding up to 100,000 akçe, and was owned by Sipahis of 
officer rank. A hass was the largest unit of land, giving revenues of more than 100,000 
akçe, and was only held by the highest-ranking members of the military. A timar Sipahi was 
obliged to provide the army with up to five soldiers, a ziamet Sipahi with up to twenty, and a 
hass Sipahi with far more than twenty. 
 
Though often compared to the medieval European fiefs, the timars were not the property of 
a sipahi they were held in trust and gave the sipahi only limited rights over the local 
inhabitants. An ordinary sipahi lived in a village, worked his own land, had to pay the 
peasants for most of their services and received no salary. In Anatolia the Ottomans 
normally incorporated existing sipahis and their timars. At first the process was similar in 
Rumelia. Many Balkan fiefs were converted into timars, their existing owners keeping the 
land but losing their domination over the peasants. Some became Muslim but other 
Christian for generations. Even after conversion many such sipahis retained their old family 
names.  
 
Among the best-known Christian sipahis were members of the Slavic aristocracy like 
Constantine Dejanovic, lord of Kjustendil in eastern Macedonia, who fought for the Sultan 
at Kosovo (1389); and Kraljevic Marko, a leading nobleman who later became the great 
folk-hero of Serbian legend. Both died fighting for the Ottomans in 1395. In the mid-15th 
century the Vidin area of northwestern Bulgaria sent Mehmet II seven Christian sipahis with 
voynik infantry (A Slav warrior in Ottoman service) followers. A few Christian are still 
recorded even at the end of the 15th century. 
 
The quality of sipahis weaponry reflected the size of his fief. A Sipahi was only expected to 
have armour if his timar was above a certain value. Nevertheless, even in the late 16th 
century Europeans, while considering their infantry superior to that of the Ottomans, 
conceded that the Turkish sipahi was the better cavalrymen. All European tactical 
developments, which arose out of war with the Ottoman, reflected the sipahi threat not that 
of the Janissaries. 
 
On mobilization, one of every ten sipahis remained at home to maintain the low and order. 
The rest formed into Alay regiments under their çeribaşi ("head of troops", an officer in the 
provinces commanding a detachment of timar-holding sipahis), subaşi and Alay bey 
(colonel) officers. These led them to the local sancak bey`s (The governor of sancak) two 
hors tail standard. These led them to the local assembly point. The men of each sancak 
(The chief administrative unit of the Ottoman Empire) then assembled around a provincial 
governor or beylerbeyi before riding to the sultan’s camp. On the battlefield either the 
sipahis of honor on the right flank, depending on whether the war was in Europe or Asia. 
 
After 1533 a new type of timar was established along the Hungarian frontier. Instead of 
living on their fiefs, these sipahis stayed in strategic towns like Budapest, Timisoara, 
Belgrad and Esztergom where they supported the garrison. In general, however, the 16th 
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century was a period of decline in sipahis fortunes. Other Ottoman cavalryman now held 
the majority of fiefs. Some were even sold to non-military men for cash. Stagnation and 
retreat reduced the number of timars but not those who needed them. Meanwhile men who 
did hold fiefs often paid second-rate soldiers to serve in their place. 
 
The sipahi also found him unable to cope with the increasingly disciplined European 
infantry armed with ever more effective muskets. The Ottoman government tried to arm 
their horseman with pistol, but only after 1600 did many sipahis accept pistols. 
 

       
 
The duties of the Sipahis included riding with the sultan on parades and as a mounted 
bodyguard. In times of peace, they were also responsible for the collection of taxes. The 
Sipahis, however, should not be confused with the Timariots, who were irregular cavalry 
organized along feudal lines and known as "sipahi"s colloquially. In fact, the two formations 
had very little in common. 
 
Rivalry with the Janissary Corps 
 
Since they were a cavalry regiment it was well known within the Ottoman military circles 
that they considered themselves a superior stock of soldiers than Janissaries, who were a 
mixture of both Turkic and devşirme non-Turks, whereas the Sipahis were almost 
exclusively chosen amongst ethnic Turkic landowners. That minor quarrels erupted 
between the two units is made evident with a Turkmen adage, still used today within 
Turkey, "Atlı er başkaldırmaz", which, referring to the unruly Janissaries, translates into, 
"Horsemen don't mutiny".  
 
Towards the middle of the 16th century, the Janissaries had started to be the most 
important part of the army, though the Sipahis remained an important factor in the empire's 
economy and politics, and a crucial aspect of disciplined leadership within the army. As late 
as the 17th century, the Sipahis were, together with their rivals the Janissaries, the de facto 
rulers in the early years of sultan Murad IV's reign. In 1826, the Sipahis played an important 
part in the disbandment of the Janissary corps. The Sultan received critical assistance from 
the loyalist Sipahi cavalry in order to forcefully dismiss the infuriated janissaries. 
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Two years later, however, they shared a similar fate when Sultan Mahmud II revoked their 
privileges and dismissed them in favor of a more modern military structure. Unlike the 
janissaries before them they retired honorably, peacefully, and without bloodshed into new 
Ottoman cavalry divisions who followed modern military tradition doctrines. 
 

              
Sipahi Standards 
 
The Kapikulu cavalry (also known as Six Division) were heavily equipped compared to the 
Sipahi cavalry. The first two, called Ulufeciler (salaried Men) and divided into right and left 
were established by Kara Timur Pasa (14th century), The Beylerbey of Rumeli, during the 
reign of Murad I (1360-1389), out of the salaried cavalry then in his services. The third an 
fourth named Garipler (strangers/Foreigners), also divided into left and right, having first 
been recruited from veteran and volunteers and later from Muslim mercenaries entering 
Ottoman service from other parts of the Middle East.  
 

 
 
 
The final two regiments, named Silahtars (weapon bearers) and Sipahi Oglan (Sipahi 
children) were organized later, probably under Mehmed I (1413-1421), and were the elite of 
the entire force. In general, the men of the first four groups were known collectively as the 
four regiments (Bölükat-i Erba´a) and operated on both sides of the Sultan in battle, while 
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the Silahtars and Sipahi children operated only on the right close to sultan. All had higher 
salaries and more prestige than the Janissary corps, so that positions in them were highly 
valued and sought. Members came from Ic oglan (Inner Palace servants) graduates not 
considered quite capable enough for palace service; children of the existing members of six 
divisions; Muslims from elsewhere in the Middle East, mostly Arabs, Persians, and Kurds; 
members of the Janissary corps who particularly distinguished themselves; and also 
occasionally, abler member of the other Kapikulu corps.  
 

  
 
During campaigns, the Sipahi children and Silahtars were responsible for guarding the 
person of the Sultan. The latter also had the job of clearing out and opening roads and 
bridges before the main army leading and guarding the sultan’s horses, and carrying his 
horsetails. 
Since these corps were mounted forces, they were stationed mostly in the outskirts of 
Istanbul and the other major cities, with each of these groups being commanded by a 
Kethüda yeri (local lieutenant) appointed by and responsible to the aga of his own corps. 
They were salaried. Numbering about 6000 men late in the sixteenth century, they rose to 
20,844 in the late 17th century and 22,169 early in the 18th. 
 
Cannon corps 
 

 
 
The Cannon corps (Topçu Ocağı) was organized under Murat II (1404-1451) to 
manufacture and use cannons, came to its full strength as a result of Bayezit II`s (1447-
1512) reforms, and thereafter supported both the Janissaries and the feudal forces in 
battles and sieges, in addition to guarding important forts and places. The corps was 
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divided into two sections foundry and firing to carry out its functions. Its principal barracks 
and foundry were in the area of Istanbul known today as Tophane (Foundry), and additional 
branches of the corps were stationed and foundries built in different parts of the empire. 
Like the Janissary corps, the Cannon corps was divided into battalions and had about 1100 
men in 1574 and 5000 in the 17th century.  
 

 
Tophane Artillery Barracks 
 
Cannon Wagon corp  
Since cannons and cannonballs slowed the march of the army, under Mehemt II a new 
Cannon Wagon corp (Top Arabaci) was established to transport arms and ammunition 
during campaigns also to manufacture and store cannon wagons. Its factory was in the 
Tophane section, with units being stationed in forts and towns around the empire. 
Organized in 63 battalions, it had 400 men in 1574 and only 622 in the late 17th century. 
Also special fleet of small boats was maintained to carry cannons by water. 
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Wooden Cannon Model 15th century & Great Turkish Bombard 
 

            
 
The cannon that became known as the Great Turkish Bombard, the Basilic, and the The 
Royal Gun or as Muhammed's Great Gun was actually brought from Hungary. Its inventor, 
an engineer by the name of Orban, presented it to the sultan Mehmed II after a failed 
attempt at selling it to the emperor of the Byzantine Empire, Constantine XI, who refused it. 
And herein lies a true irony in History. 
 
Unlike his opponent, the sultan saw, in this device, great potential and was willing to 
finance the construction of a prototype. It should be made clear that the project was 
extremely complex and burdensome. The latter was the reason why Constantine wasn't 
interested in it, in the first place. For months, in the city of Edirne, an army of workers 
slaved away under the guidance of Orban, consuming huge amounts of bronze and other 
materials necessary to the foundry of the two pieces that created the cannon. When it was 
ready, though, the sultan was finally able to contemplate the huge monster he had ordered. 
 
Once connected, the two pieces created a cylinder 5.2 meters wide - a colossal size, at the 
time! The set weighed about 19 tons and had a 75 cm caliber, which means it could project 
rocks with that diameter, weighing around 600 Kg, at a distance of over 2 Km. They had to 
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test it by firing the combined piece. With the help of 60 oxen and 400 men, half of which 
prepared a floor able to support such an immense weight, the cannon was moved to a 
testing area. There, it was loaded with gunpowder and a huge spherical rock was projected 
over 1500 meters away and buried almost 2 meters deep! Not very precise, but hugely 
devastating to their target. Several of these cannons were then assembled and placed in 
front of the wall of Constantinople. A few hours of attack were enough to ravish the 
defenses and take over the mythical capital of the Byzantine Empire. 
 

 
Topchou-Bashi (Topcu Basi) (Master-General of Artillery) 
He was the head of the Artillery Corps and was also known as Sertopee.  
 

 
Piade Topcu Yüzbasi (Captain of Foot Artillery) 
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Suvari Topcu Neferi (Soldier of Cavalry Artillery) 
 

       
Ottoman artillerymen 
 
Also see the following additional notes on Ottoman artillery. 
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Kalyoncu  
 

 
 
Kalyoncu, the marine soldiers of the Ottoman Empire, were called as Levend until the 17th 
century. The marine soldiers who assigned for the galleons began to be used in the period 
of Sultan II. Beyazit were called as Kalyoncu. The Kalyoncu class was established in 1682 
and employed until the era of steamed ships. Kalyoncu soldiers who were pirates before, 
were employed in the state services in the period of Barbaros. Kalyoncu soldiers were the 
mercenary soldiers who were collected from the Western Anatolia shores, islands, 
Dardanelle, and shore areas extending from Istanbul to Edirne and set free after the 
military expedition. They were residing in the caravansaries in Istanbul during the peace 
times. Algerian Hasan Pasha ordered for the construction of Kalyoncu barracks in 
Kasimpasa in order to control the Kalyoncu soldiers residing in Istanbul. This barracks is 
still used as the barracks of marine soldiers. Kalyoncu was the name given to the Ottoman 
navy soldiers who were employed in kalyons, the major warships of the Ottoman fleet 
introduced first time by the sultan Bayezid II. The name kalyoncu came in use in the 17th 
century as these soldiers were previously called as levend. The kalyoncu division of the 
Ottoman navy was created in 1682 and remained functional until the introduction of the 
steamships in to the Ottoman navy. Kalyoncus were first time recruited by the famous 
Ottoman chief admiral. Barbarossa Hayreddin Pasha, from among the pirates of the time. 
Kalyoncus were paid soldiers who were called to duty from along the coasts of the Western 
Anatolia, the Aegean islands, Gallipoli, Istanbul and Edirne during a campaign and then 
released at the end. Istanbul’s guesthouses during peace times, Cezayirli Hasan Pasha. a 
well - known admiral who began his career as kalyoncu and then promoted to the level of 
Kaptan - i Derya, the highest rank of the Ottoman Navy, built navy barracks in Kasimpasa, 
which are still used by the Turkish Navy today. He was renown by his huge body size and 
courage. He had a lion accompanying him all the time, which he adopted when it was a 
new - born baby. In front of his navy barracks in Istanbul, still named after him today, there 
is a statue of Cezayirli Hasan Pasha again accompanied with his lion. Hayreddin 
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Barbarossa, known as Barbaros Hayrettin Pasha in Turkish, is the greatest figure in the 
Turkish navy history, who was a pirate before his entrance to the Ottoman service. It is an 
old tradition that, before setting out a sea campaign, the Ottoman fleet comes together in 
Bosphorus in front of Hayreddin's tomb in Besiktas in Istanbul and salutes him by canon 
fires. 
 
 
The Humbaraci corp (Mortar corp) 
„Humbara“ The origin of the word is Persian. Ottoman till the end of 18th Century used it. It 
is not used any more. The root of this word is „Hum“ which means cube. „Humbara“ was a 
round, iron-covered shell filled with gunpowder and shrapnel. It was either thrown by hand 
or fired by a mortar .So in general we can say artillery. The soldier who used this bomb was 
called „Humbaraci“. The barracks was called „Humbarahane“. (hane) means home. 
 

              
Humbaraci corp Standard 
 
The Humbaraci were in charge of manufacturing, transporting, and firing the mortars, 
mines, grenades, and bombs that were propelled against enemy forts whether by land or 
sea. The Mortar corps also had two main sections, with those involved in the manufacture 
of weapons allied to the Cebeci corps and those charged with using them in the battle and 
siege warfare being under the Cannon corps. In addition, a third section of the Mortar corps 
consisted of men who were permanently stationed in the forts around the empire and were 
supported by timars rather than salaries. Thus they were under the command of the fort 
commanders and feudal generals rather than their corps leader even though they legally 
remained apart of the kapikulu army. 
 
Murad II created the Humbaraci corp in 15th century. At the beginning this army class was 
very effective. But lost its discipline at the beginning of 18th Century. So the Sultan ordered 
to remove the class of Humbara. In 1731 a French nobleman called Comte de Boneval was 
hired by the Sultan to establish the Humbarahane in modern terms. Comte de Boneval 
converted to Islam later and had the name „Humbaraci Ahmed Pascha“ (General Ahmed of 
Artillery) Humbaraci Ahmed Pascha established in 1734 the first military school for artillery. 
The school was in a place called Toptaschi in Üsküdar. Üsküdar is a district in the 
Anatolian part of Istanbul, which is not far away from the famous Selimiye Army Barracks. 
Selimiye Army Barracks are very famous because of its role during the Crimean War. 
Florence Nightingale was a nurse in Selimiye Army Barracks Hospital. In 1795 the first 
Military Faculty of Artillery was opened in Turkey and Humbarahane was closed. 
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Humabraci Bashi (Humbaraci Basi) Chief Bombardier Humbaraci 
 

 
 
Claude Alexandre, Comte de Bonneval (14 July 1675 - 23 March 1747) was a French 
army officer who later went into the service of the Ottoman Empire, eventually converting to 
Islam and becoming known as Humbaracı Ahmet Paşa. 
He was the descendant of an old family of Limousin. At the age of thirteen he joined the 
Royal Marine Corps. After three years he entered the army, in which he rose to the 
command of a regiment. He served in the Italian campaigns under Catinat, Villeroi and 
Vendôme, and in the Netherlands under Luxembourg, giving proofs of indomitable courage 
and great military ability. His insolent bearing towards the minister of war was made matter 
for a court martial (1704). He was condemned to death, but saved himself by fleeing to 
Germany. 
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Through the influence of Prince Eugene of Savoy he obtained a general's command in the 
Austrian army, and fought with great bravery and distinction against France, and afterwards 
against Turkey. He was present at the Battle of Malplaquet, and was severely wounded at 
Peterwardein. The proceedings against him in France were then allowed to drop, and he 
visited Paris, and married a daughter of Marshal de Biron. He returned, however, after a 
short time to the Austrian army, and fought with distinction at Belgrade. 
He might now have risen to the highest rank, had he not made himself disagreeable to 
Prince Eugene, who sent him as master of the ordnance to the Low Countries. There his 
ungovernable temper led him into a quarrel with the Marquis de Prié, Eugene's deputy 
governor in the Netherlands, who answered his challenge by placing him in confinement. A 
court martial was again held upon him, and he was condemned to death; but the emperor 
commuted the sentence to one year's imprisonment and banishment. Bonneval was 
returned to Vienna, stripped of his rank, titles and honours, and exiled to Venice. 
Soon after his release, Bonneval offered his services to the Turkish government, professed 
Islam, and took the name of Ahmed. He was made a pasha, and appointed to organize and 
command the Turkish artillery, eventually contributing to the Austrian defeat at Niš and the 
subsequent end of the Austrian-Ottoman war marked by the Treaty of Belgrade, where 
Austria lost Northern Serbia with Belgrade, Lesser Wallachia, and territories in northern 
Bosnia. In Constantinople, he met the young Giacomo Casanova, who was then a Venetian 
naval officer stationed there. He was also close friend with a well-respected local mullah, 
Ismail Pasha. 
He rendered valuable services to the sultan in his war with Russia, and with the famous 
Nadir Shah. As a reward he received the governorship of Chios, but he soon fell under the 
suspicion of the Porte, and was banished for a time to the shores of the Black Sea. He died 
at Istanbul in March 1747. 
 
 
 
Ottoman Volley Cannons 
 

   
Bronze 9 barrels & 11 barrels volley cannon  
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More Bombards  
 
The Cebeci (Armorer) corps (created in the 15th century) was in charge of making and 
providing the weapons used by the Janissaries and transporting them to who where they 
were needed, The Cebeci men were also trained as infantrymen using hand guns and, as 
such, were charged with policing the districts of Istanbul around their barracks, opposite the 
Ayasofya (Hagia Sophia) in Istanbul. In peacetime weapons of all sorts were stored in 
special depots under the control of the Cebeci basi, who was also responsible for 
restoration of the arms. 
 

         
 
The corps was small and select, numbering no more than 652 men in 1574 and increasing 
rapidly only afterward as part of the general increase of corps membership and the collapse 
of standards and discipline that affected the army in the age of decline.  
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Lağımcılar (The Miners), who were in charge of digging subterranean mines and trenches 
to undermine enemy walls and cannon emplacements? Created under Murat II (15th 
century), the miners were in two divisions according to their means of support Janissary 
attacks on fortified places, were attached to the Cebeci corps. On other hand, those 
attached to timars were organized under the command of the provincial armies to support 
their campaigns. 

 
 
Peik (Messenger) 
Originally, messengers or postal runners, the Peiks later became an important part in a 
pompous ceremony at official processions. They always took up their place at the Sultan's 
right hand side. They were fast athletic runners and could travel great distances without 
rest. It took them, for example, two days to get from Edirne to Istanbul on foot. They carried 
a hanjar (Hancer) - dagger in their girdles, a halberd in their right hands and a handkerchief 
full of sugar in their left. One of their tasks was to inform the Sultan when the pilgrims had 
returned from Mecca. The post was abolished in 1828.  
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Solak 
 
They were the soldiers who belonged to the 60th and 63rd Battalions of the Janissary 
corps. They joined the janissary corps in the period of Yildirim Bayezid (1389 - 1402). They 
were assigned with the law code of Fatih to provide close protection to the sultans in the 
imperial ceremonies. As they were using their left hands instead of right hands they were 
called as left - handed (in turkish solak). They walked on the right side of the sultan's horse 
and used their left hands when using arrow and bow in order to avoid any 
disrespectfulness.  
 
While the sultan toured, solak soldiers had to walk in front of and near the Sultan in a 
manner that their arrows and bows were drawn. In the war, 12 highest ranked solak 
sordiers held the halter of the sultan's horse and the remaining 400 solak soldiers 
established a circle around the sultan. During war, another task of the solak soldiers was to 
keep everybody away from the sultan, even his private servants such as sword bearers and 
footmen.  
The solak soldiers carried their weapons when they went out of the palace together with the 
sultan. However, in 1492, after an assassination attempt to the Sultan Bayezid ii, they 
began to carry weapon also within the palace. 
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Solaks and Peik´s at the siege of Constantinople in front of Mehmed the Conqueror 
 
 
 
Mehter military band are thought to be the oldest variety of military marching band in the 
world. Though they are often known by the Persian-derived word mahtar (ممههتترر; mehter in 
Ottoman Turkish) in the West, that word, properly speaking, refers only to a single musician 
in the band. In Ottoman, the band was generally known as mehterân (ممههتترراانن, from the 
Persian plural mahtarān), though those bands used in the retinue of a vizier or prince were 
generally known as mehterhane (ممههتتررخخااننهه, meaning roughly, "a gathering of mehters", from 
Persian "house of the mahtar"). In modern Turkish, the band as a whole is often termed 
mehter takımı ("mehter team"). In the West, the band's music is also often called Janissary 
music because the janissaries formed the core of the bands 
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History 
 
It is believed that the first "mehter" was sent to Osman Gazi by the Seljuk Sultan Alaeddin 
III as a present along with a letter that salutes the newly formed state. From then on every 
day after the afternoon prayer, "mehter" played for the Ottoman ruler. The notion of a 
military marching band, such as those in use even today, began to be borrowed from the 
Ottoman Empire in the 16th century. The sound associated with the mehterân also 
exercised an influence on European classical music, with composers such as Joseph 
Haydn, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, and Ludwig van Beethoven all writing compositions 
inspired by or designed to imitate the music of the mehters. 
In 1826, the music of the mehters fell into disfavor following Sultan Mahmud II's massacre 
of the Janissary corps, who had formed the core of the bands. Subsequent to this, in the 
mid and late 19th century, the genre went into decline along with the Ottoman Empire. In 
1911, as the empire was beginning to collapse, the director of Istanbul's military museum 
attempted a somewhat successful revival of the tradition, and by 1953—so as to celebrate 
the 500-year anniversary of the Fall of Constantinople to the forces of Sultan Mehmed II—
the tradition had been fully restored as a band of the Turkish Armed Forces. 
Today, the music of the mehters is largely ceremonial and considered by many Turks as a 
stirring example of heroism and a reminder of Turkey's imperial past. 
Today, Mehter Troop (Mehter Bölüğü) is the band of the Turkish Armed Forces and it 
performs at the Military Museum (Askeri Müze) in Istanbul. See also: The Ministry of 
Culture Istanbul Historical Music Ensemble. 
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Structure 
 
The standard instruments employed by a mehterân are the kös (a large bass drum 
resembling the timpani), the nakare (a small kettledrum), the davul (a frame drum), the zil 
(cymbals), the kaba zurna (a bass variety of the zurna), the boru (a kind of trumpet), and 
the cevgen (a kind of stick bearing small concealed bells). The different varieties of bands 
are classed according to the number of instruments and musicians employed: either six-
layered (altı katlı), seven-layered (yedi katlı), or nine-layered (dokuz katlı). 
In the early 19th century the Vizier's personal band included nine each of drums and fifes, 
seven trumpets and four cymbals.[1] 
The costumes worn by the mehterân, despite wide variance in color and style, are always 
very colourful, often including high ribbed hats, which are flared at the top and long robes 
wrapped in colourful silks. 
 
Ceremonial Members: 

 
The çorbacıbaşı, leader of the mehter takımı, with horsetail as a sign of rank 
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Flag and standard bearers 
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Percussion Instruments: 
 
 

  
The çevgan players 
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The çevgan & kös players together 
 
 
The kös players 

 
Big Kös were carried on the Camels, the smaller ones on Horses 
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Zil and nakkare players 

 
 
 
Wind Instruments: 
 

     
Kaba zurna & Boru players 
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Style 
 
The sound of the Ottoman military band is characterized by an often-shrill sound combining 
bass drums, horns (boru), bells, the triangle and cymbals (zil), among others. It is still 
played at state, military and tourist functions in modern Turkey by the Mehter Band and the 
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troops that accompany. Mehterân usually play classical Turkish music such as peşrev, 
semai, nakış, cengiharbi, murabba and kalenderi. Most of the music played by mehterân is 
Turkish Folk Music with heroic themes from the Ottoman frontiers. Melodies and lyrics are 
written in Mehterhane (the house of Mehter). Nefiri Behram, Emir-i Hac, Hasan Can and 
Gazi Giray II wrote the oldest extant marches in the 16th century. 
 
Well-known composers 
 
16th century17th century18th century- 
-Nefiri Behram 
- Zurnazen Edirneli Daği Ahmed Çelebi 
- Hızır Ağa- Emir-i Hac 
- Zurnazenbaşı İbrahim Ağa 
- Hasan Can 
- Müstakim Ağa 
- Gazi Giray II. 
- Hammali 
 
 
Bostanci (Member of the Imperial Guard) 
 
The Bostanci was an official of the Imperial Palace who carried out his duties either at 
vineyards and gardens or on the Sultan's boat. Members came from acemi ocagi (janissary 
Cadet corps); there were two groups – the Bostanci of the private gardens of the Emperor, 
and the Bostanci of the vegetable gardens of the Emperor. The first group looked after the 
gardens around the Imperial Palace and the latter group was responsible for the kitchen 
gardens. Their commander was called the Commander of the Imperial Guards 
 

       
 
3 
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Haseki Aga (Lieutenant of the Bostanci): 
These were high-ranking officials of the Imperial Palace. They carried out secret tasks, as 
directed by the Emperor. Some of them were promoted to Grand Vizier. 
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Bostancı-başı (Bostancı = Gardener, başı = head): The title directly translates as "Head 
Gardener". He was the chief imperial guard; head gardener; also chief executioner and it 
was his job to quite literally "prune" the court of its dead weight and its bad apples.  
 

 
Bostanci aga: and he had jurisdiction over the shores and waters of the Bosphorus. He 
also had control of and steered the Sultan's boat. 
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Salma Neferi (Military Policeman)  
The Military Police controlled the behavior of the Janissaries in the city. 
 

 
Janissaries accept the Sultan’s food. If not….we have a rebellion. 
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Ottoman Notes 
 
Ottoman Artillery notes 
 
http://www.twcenter.net/forums/showthread.php?t=489713 
 
Each regiment of foot artillery was made up of l0 cannons; four of the older, heavy 
Balyemez and Sahi cannons, two of the older, lighter Abus guns and four of the new 
French-designed field guns... each of which came in a bewildering range of sizes. The 
Balyemez were massive, long-range guns...Sahi was the Ottoman word for "field," and 
therefore Sahi artillery meant simply field artillery... The Abus guns were a form of howitzer 
and came in 10 and 7 centimeter diameter bores. The French-design guns were known as 
Surat Topcusu (speed artillery) because of their greater mobility." 
 
Surat Tocusu, which is translated to speed Artillery, is actually Horse Artillery, but back 
then, the language of the Ottomans did not have a word for Horse Artillery. 
 
Abus guns were a short-barreled artillery machine that fired shots about the size of a 
human fist. They also had many varieties of artillery, from large siege bombards to the 
mobile Abus guns in question. Though light enough to carry, they needed to be equipped 
with a tripod of sorts. This movability was opposed to locating them in a guarded artillery 
emplacement, where versatility of the weapon would have been considerably restricted. 
 
Guns called balyemez are recorded throwing balls in a wide range of weights: 25, 30, 40, 
50, and even 60 okka. Most common, however, were pieces throwing 10-40 okka, with the 
majority at the lower end of the range. Late seventeenth-century inventories list 39 
balyemez of 14-22 okka throw-weight in the fort at Baghdad, and new pieces of 11-14 okka 
cast at Tophane. A ball of 11 okka would weigh around 31 pounds. As seen above, 
European siege guns were usually 24-pounders, so the Ottoman battering pieces were 
slightly larger. In addition to their larger size, Ottoman guns were reported to load more 
powder than European weapons. 
 
1 oka weighs approx 1.3 kg, and that equates to 2.86 pounds. Now the Ottomans armies 
were mostly siege armies, which made them so effective at taking and holding fortresses. 
Because of the lack of lighter artillery, they would generally suffer in open combat. 
 
European military historians long held that the Ottomans favored size over mobility in 
forging cannon in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Ottoman guns were all thought 
to be huge, and some notable ones were. Accordingly, they argued that the size of these 
guns explained the Ottoman lack of effective field pieces. Recent scholarship incorporating 
a wide variety of Ottoman sources has shown that the Ottomans were not deficient in 
artillery. Gábor Ágoston has demonstrated that the Ottomans had the same breadth in their 
artillery parks as did contemporary European states. He argues that the Ottoman emphasis 
on sieges in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries led them to develop artillery best 
suited to that purpose, rather than more-mobile guns for use on the battlefield. Even though 
large guns were necessary for sieges, Ágoston’s investigation into castle inventories and 
the production records of the cannon foundry at Istanbul, the Tophane, shows that the 
Ottomans could and did produce small guns, and did not inappropriately emphasize 
cannon of large size. 
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So contrary to popular belief, the Ottomans did have small field guns, but these were less 
important then siege guns. it should also be noted, there was no standardization in the 
artillery of the Ottoman Empire. so 1 Balyemez does not = another balyemez. but for the 
game to show this, the Balyemez can be the middle of the variations. so 10-40 will be 25 
okka, which is approx 71.5 pounds.... ok a bit too much, make it 22 okka to make it approx 
64 pounder. 
 
Among the other large guns often found in siege batteries was the bacaluþka, possibly the 
equivalent of the gun called the basilisk in the West. It is not surprising that the Ottomans 
would adapt European names for their cannon as the technology of gun casting, and in 
many cases the guns themselves, were of European origin. The bacaluþka took large shot, 
variously reported at 11, 14, 16, 18, and 20 okka. On average these guns fired a ball of 16 
okka. 
 
The large gun called þayka was another type associated with sieges, but usually on the 
defensive side. Again, there is some confusing nomenclature. There was also an Ottoman 
boat called þayka. Cannon used on these boats may have adopted this name, and later the 
same name may have been applied to guns used on land. The þayka came in varying 
sizes, with truly enormous pieces throwing as much as 80 okka balls. The larger varieties of 
þayka were mounted in fortresses and used to fend off sieges. 80 okka is approx 180.8 
pounds. The Bacalupka is 16 okka so approx 36.2 pounds, and classified a siege gun.  
 
The Ottoman field guns, which were not really used en masse, only to be used as counter 
battery fire also varied in weight of shot. 
 
Smaller-sized artillery also had its place in Ottoman siege trains. Smaller guns could be set 
up as counter-batteries to fire upon the defensive guns on the fortress ramparts or used 
against enemy troops. The kolumburna—clearly the Western culverin— was in use by the 
Ottoman army for both sieges and field engagements. These guns were reported to throw 
11 okka balls, but guns of this type described by Fýndýklýlý  Mehmed Aða in the Silahtar 
Tarihi were smaller, using shot of 3-9 okka. The þakaloz was another small gun in frequent 
use. It was a light gun throwing shot of 2-5 okka. Murphey states that the zarbuzan or 
zarbzan was the most common type of Ottoman cannon. This name was given to very 
small pieces, throwing only 1 or 2 okka. 
 
In addition to cannon, the Ottomans used a variety of other gunpowder weapons in sieges. 
Mortars, called havayý, were common, as were a variety of bombs, called humbara or 
kumbara. These were either launched from mortars, or thrown by hand. Selim III 
reorganized the 23 existing artillery regiments and added two more for a total force of 25 
units, each with a total complement of 115 officers and men. He also ordered the adoption 
of the Prussian drill system. About half of these regiments were stationed in and around 
Istanbul with the rest in the provinces, a separate corps of the army, the humbaracýyan, or 
bombardiers, was responsible for these devices. As seen above, the Janissaries 
established musket batteries in the trenches to fire on enemy troops and to repel sorties. 
Ottoman muskets were longer than European small arms, and of smaller caliber. The iron 
was of high quality, so the Janissaries could load them with more powder, thus shooting 
farther than European weapons. 
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Ottoman artillery reforms under Selim III 
 
Ottoman artillery corps was one of the largest in the world. Two different areas effectively 
divided the artillery. The Imperial army, and the Provincial army (the provincial army will be 
discussed in greater detail later.) 
 
The Ottomans were among the very first European powers to introduce artillery into their 
armies. During the Napoleonic era they maintained a large artillery force both in the 
Imperial army and in the various local armies of the provincial governors. 
 
The Modernization of the Ottoman artillery was started in 1793, and the man trusted with 
this job, was Mustafa Reshid Effendi. He was in charge of the new Ottoman batteries and 
the royal ordnance factory in Istanbul. (btw, there is much debate whether it is called 
Istanbul or Constantinople, M. Kemal only formerly changed its name to Istanbul. 
 
In 1793, Selim III named Mustafa Reshid Effendi head of the Ottoman artillery, the Topijis, 
as well as the royal ordnance foundries and arsenals... The Ottoman artillery was 
subsequently expanded and reorganized into 25 regiments, each consisting of 115 men 
and officers and placed under the overall command of an officer known as Topiji Bashi 
 
it also mentions that the advisers were Prussian and French and those 10 men manned 
each artillery piece. This is what made them such excellent gunners, even though their 
guns were not uniform. 
 
The expansion of the corps went ahead rapidly and by the end of 1796 there were 2,875 
well- trained cannoniers stationed at the Tophane along with an additional company of 115 
men stationed at Levend Chiftlik to assist the new Nizam-i Jedid army. In 1806 the force 
numbered 4,910 men who were reputed to be by far the ablest fighting men among the old 
established corps. The new French-designed guns introduced into the Ottoman army in the 
1790s. These were known as Surat Topcusu, or speed artillery, because of their high 
mobility. This gun measured about 10 feet from the tip of the barrel to the end of the trail.  
 
There is often confusion over the spelling Nizam-i Cedid and Nizam-i -Jedid. This is 
Translation error as the Ottomans used Arabic alphabet, not the Latin, the Cedid is by 
modern Turkish, Jedid is by direct translation. 
 
The entire force was under the direction of an officer known as a Topiji Bashi. His authority 
over the corps was absolute, not only in Istanbul, but in all the fortresses and garrison 
towns of the empire, which he supplied with artillery stores and ammunition. He was also 
head of their respective magazines. 
 
The Ottomans artillery was mostly out of bronze. It was reported in 1793 by a French 
military observer that "the Turks have founded only bronze cannon and their army and navy 
have no other." It is therefore assumed that all the Balyemez, Sahi and Abus cannons were 
of bronze.  
 
One Boluk (squad), usually consisting of l0 men, was assigned to each gun. Each gun was 
given its own special sign or mark, which was painted on the muzzle and sewn on the 
uniforms of the men assigned to it. With the exception of this painted design, Ottoman guns 
were as plain as possible, without the least ormament.  
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The best gunner in each Boluk was appointed as cannon master (Top Ustasi) and the next 
ablest as his assistant (Yamaq). The l0 cannon masters in each regiment were arranged in 
a numbered hierarchy from one to l0, with the first cannon master commanding the others 
during battle. Each regiment was also assigned 30 orderlies (Mulazim) who assisted the 
regular soldiers and replaced them when vacancies occurred.  
Since the older Balyemez and Sahi cannons were extremely heavy and bulky, they were 
usually kept in trenches some distance from the actual fighting. However the new French 
guns and the lighter Abus guns were quick enough to keep up with the infantry and were 
often placed in the thick of battle. This, naturally, resulted in increased casualties so in 
1796 each battery was assigned an additional 20 soldiers whose job was to defend the 
guns in the field. While they were primarily riflemen, they were also cross-trained as 
artillerymen so they could take over for dead or disabled gunners. 
 
To keep the units in top form, they were required to practice once each week with live 
ammunition. British military observers, watching one of these artillery practice sessions in 
Istanbul in 1799, were impressed with the Topijis' skill. Commenting on the practice, a 
member of the British artillery unit remarked that, "The artillery-men succeeded much better 
than our officers had been led to expect. The Turkish artillery-men beat down the target 
several times, and their mortar practice was by no means contemptible." This is fair praise 
considering that the British were considered among the best gunners in the world at this 
time. While the Topijis were well trained and enthusiastic, their performance as gunners 
remained poor during the period due to the erratic quality of the inferior gunpowder with 
which they were supplied. 
 
An Ottoman Gunner 
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Ottoman Cavalry notes 
 
Ottoman cavalry was always divided into 6 divisions (before 1828) and was their greatest 
weapon. considered by some, the most elite cavalry in the world, just behind the Polish 
winged hussars. The elite of these 6 divisions was the Sipahi (also known as Sphai, 
Sapahi) the Sipahi were the largest cavalry division and were mostly made up of ethnic 
Anatolian's (can’t call them turks, turks means peasant/rabble.) Sipahi's were also 
seasoned warriors. The only way to become a sipahi was to prove yourself in battle. sons 
of Sipahi's would not take up the rank of "sipahi" and would also first be told to prove 
himself in battle. if Sipahi's were unruly, or fled from the field of battle, they would lose their 
position, which is seen in 1596, where all the Ottoman cavalry ran away from the 
Hungarian artillery at the Battle of Mezö-Keresztes. Sipahi were the backbone of the 
Ottoman elite cavalry and were one of the most feared in all of Europe.  
 
The sipahi were also required to train a certain number of cavalry as well in time of war. 
These trained cavalry would be known as Celebus. the Celebus were effectively armored 
cavalry and although lower quality then the Sipahi, they were still a force to be reckoned 
with. Sipahis were more effectively known as "Timarli Sipahi" as not everyone called a 
sipahi was an elite cavalryman. Some sees this with the Timariot’s who were also known as 
sipahi. The Timariots were largely irregular cavalry and would mostly just raid and pillage 
enemy borders. Since they could not go toe to toe with European regular cavalry due to 
their technological superiority, their tactics revolved around something like this. 
 

   
 
The Turkish sipahi cavalry were considered to be without peer. They were ready at any 
moment on the command of the sanjak beys to leave their fields and join in battle. Failure 
do so would mean loss of their position. Although the ranks were not hereditary, the son of 
a deceased spahi might be given a small amount of land for his needs. He would then have 
to prove himself in battle to earn a tamir or zaimet. There were also mounted soldiers at a 
lesser rank than spahi, and the spahis of the Porte in Constantinople, “the men of the 
sultan,” who formed a separate corps. In the seventeenth century the number of feudal 
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spahis dwindled, and, like the janissaries, the spahi also began to hire substitutes, some of 
whom were unscrupulous adventurers. Spahis were no longer suited for all-year duty 
against the modern European artillery. At the Battle of Mezö-Keresztes (1596) against 
Hungary they left the field en masse. The sultan dismissed thirty thousand spahis, turning a 
large group of nobles into landless malcontents and further increasing the problems of the 
empire. 
 
The Sipahi eventually became the largest of the six divisions of the Ottoman cavalry, and 
were the mounted counterpart to the Janissaries, who fought on foot. The duties of the 
Sipahis included riding with the Sultan on parades and as a mounted bodyguard. In times 
of peace, they were also responsible for the collection of taxes. The Sipahis, however, 
should not be confused with the Timariots, who were irregular cavalry organized along 
feudal lines and known as "sipahi"s colloquially. In fact, the two formations had very little in 
common.  
 
There was 6 divisions of cavalry, but more likely 4 divisions with 2 sub divisions. One of the 
6 divisions was the Silahdar guard. These would accompany the Sultan everywhere and 
were some the strongest men the empire had to offer. They had no loyalty except to the 
sultan and Quran. Unfortunately, not much else is known about them besides being the 
sultans body guards and strong hardy warriors. However, what is known is this, the way of 
recruiting Silahdar would be to send those who applied for them on suicide missions. Those 
that survived a suicide mission would be promoted to Silahdar and those that died, their 
families would receive compensation.  
 
Silahtars (which means weapon masters) were chosen among the best warriors in Ottoman 
Empire. Any Ottoman soldier committed a significant deed in battlefield may have been 
promoted to Silahtar division. Although usually members of other mounted units, like 
Timarli Sipahis or other less prestigious four divisions of Kapikulu Sipahis promoted this 
way. Infantry soldiers had to enlist as serdengecti (literally means giver of his head) and 
survive suicide missions to join Silahtar division. If a janissary ever became a silahtar, other 
members of division with cavalry background despised him and former comrade janissaries 
considered him as traitor, but because the position and wealth of a silahtar was so 
attractive, janissaries and other soldiers still enlisted for suicide missions. 
Commander of the Silahtar division was the Silahtar Agha. He was official weapon master 
of the palace and close personal aide of the sultan, who helps him to don his armor. He 
also was liaison officer who supervises the communication between the sultan and the 
Grand Vizier. 
 
Another cavalry division is the Garip (or gurba) division. Garip meant poor in Ottoman 
language….but how "poor" as they were household troops. I think the Garip rather meant 
poor equipment or that was lighter then the other Kapikulu corps. 
 
Ulufeci are also less known as they rarely did "big things" for the empire. Ulufeci means 
"one who is salaried" so they were cavalry who were given regular pay.  
 
It should be noted though, the Garip and Ulufeci were divided in 2 sub divisions, the 
Division of right and Division of left. They would be sent to the flanks in the event that a 
particular flank needed reinforcing. 
 
Ottoman Akinjis were considered the light cavalry of the time. They were highly efficient 
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and professional raiders and scouts. The Austrians created the hussars in order to defeat 
these raiders because of their nuisance and ability to out maneuver the heavier Austrian 
cavalry. Each akinji was equipped with 2 horses so that when they go on their raids, they 
can use the 2nd horse to carry plunder and prisoners for interrogation. Strict Islamic laws 
prevented them from killing innocents or else they get court marshaled (tbh, they were just 
beheaded.). After Mohacs in 1526, the Ottomans used akinjis for penetrating lines of the 
enemy to make way for the very heavy cebelus to take over and enlarge the gap. Akinjis 
were armed with spear, mace, sword and shield. Furthermore, Akinjis were known for the 
zealousness and high morale. If an Akinji proved himself, they would be awarded a timar or 
a piece of land and this would entitle them to join the prestigious 6 divisions of cavalry. 
 
The akinji usually set off on a raid each equipped with two horses, and were organized in 
units of tens, hundreds and thousands. As the Ottoman light cavalry, the akinji carried a 
sword, a shield, a scimitar a lance and a mace. Leaders called sanjak bey (provincial 
leaders) commanded them. Casual raiding became a less frequent occupation as the 
empire grew and by the time of the battle of Mohacs in 1526, the akinji were well 
accustomed to being employed for penetrating enemy territory ahead of the main Ottoman 
Army. They would secure bridges and take prisoners for interrogation. 
 
The akinji bands roamed far and wide, and never were they more enthusiastic than when 
they marched with the Sultan in the vanguard of his army as they hoped to be rewarded for 
their skill by promotion to the ranks of the regular army. It was every horseman's dream to 
enroll in the permanent army and receive the stipend known as a timar that would free him 
from economic worries and allow him to concentrate on war. He would then also be the 
recipient of a certain number of imperial taxes himself, even though the Ottoman Sultan 
owned all the land. In one particularly bloody assault a single timar was awarded and then 
re-awarded eight times after the previous recipients died fighting. At the siege of Belgrade 
the Janissaries stormed the walls over a moat filled with dead akinji. 
 
Deli horsemen were also largely irregulars but were used as "battering rams." in Ottoman 
Turish, deli means Mad Head and was well known for their fearless attributes and no 
regard for life. They were usually equipped with a lance but carried a sabre incase combat 
got in close range. The deli was reliable and fit and also scared their enemies. The deli 
horsemen would be employed in their hundreds and were cheap, reliable cavalry. 
 
It is worth noting the additional presence (in the marches) of the sipahis (free cavalrymen) 
who were loyal to the local bey. The Sipahis were invariably Muslim Turks. They were 
scattered across the empire, always on the move from billet to billet, and from billet to the 
front line. Even madmen had their own regiment. The deli, or maniacs, the 'riskers of souls' 
who allowed themselves to be used as human battering rams. 
 
The deli in "deli cavalry" means "mad head" in Turkish. They were horsemen recruited from 
the frontiers who had extreme courage and foolhardiness in battle. They were colorful in 
the way the Argentine gauchos and American cowboys were. To inspire fear in their 
enemies, they wore extreme clothing: eagle feathers, eagle wings, lion or snow leopard 
pelts, trousers made from bear or wolf skin, and pointy yellow boots that had foot-long 
spurs 
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More Ottoman cavalry notes 
 
They fought very much like an irregular cavalry force, did not use tight formations, and 
fought in deep ranks. Also, the common weapon for all Ottoman cavalry was the lance, 
pretty much every horseman in the Ottoman Army (regular and irregular) fought with the 
lance as their primary weapon. 
 
Regular Cavalry 
 
So, the best of the regular cavalry were the Silahtar and Sipahi Oglans. These troops were 
considered as guard units by many and were well trained in the tactics, but like all Ottoman 
cavalry fought in their loose, deep, modern-like formations. They were only armed with a 
lance and wore armor. These were the heaviest cavalry of the army, and were only 
recruited from local lands. 
 
There was also the Ulufeciler and the Garipler, These men fought as the medium cavalry of 
the army, and also used the lance as their primary weapon and fought like all the other 
cavalry in the army. The difference between the two is that the Ulufeciler are paid troops, 
maintained by their governors and recruited from local areas, and the Garipler are 
mercenary troops recruited from regions close to the empire. 
 
The last of the regular cavalry are the Sipahis of the Porte, These warriors were sipahis 
paid directly by the Sultan. 
 
Akinji were first created in the 16th Century, they were exactly as described above, but 
according to some text written from back then by Ottoman commentators, by 1630 it was 
suggested only 2,000 of these troops left. There is also little reference to them being in 
Ottoman service in the 18th Century. So a good guess would be that they would have died 
out by the Napoleonic era. 
 
As for the Celebus (or Cebelüs) they were definitely around in the 16th and 18th century, 
but due to the domination of firearms throughout this time, their need became less relevant. 
There is also little reference to these troops during the Napoleonic times. 
 
Household Cavalry 
 
Little known about any of these units, but they were very small and elite, and usually never 
used in combat: 
 

Sultan’s Mounted Life Guard 
Memlük of the Sadrazam (Grand Vizier) 
Memlük of the Grand Seignoir 
Memlük of Constantinople (Istanbul) 
Gönüllü Cebeli 
Koruma Cebeli 

 
All are Ottoman household units, Sultan's Mounted Life Guard being the best. 
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Irregular Cavalry 
 
The first two mentioned are the Yörük and Humidie. They were both a volunteer unit used 
in the same way as Russian cossack cavalry, and are pretty much identical. The only 
difference between the two is that they were recruited from different regions, Yörük being 
trained from their European holdings (Balkans, Greece, that kind of area), but I'm not sure 
where the Humidie were trained. These men used lancers like all other troops, were armed 
with multiple pistols and usually a musket. 
 
There is also the Tımarlı Sipahi, they are men recruited and trained by Sipahi Oglans (this 
has been mentioned above). They were armed with a lance, 2 swords, multiple pistols 
(usually 2) and a musket (fully loaded). 
 
The Djellis are a very light, irregular cavalry force, recruited mainly from the Balkans and 
areas near there. The most famous of the units are the Deli Horseman. They all carried a 
lance as their favored weapon, a musket, multiple pistols (usually 2), and a sabre. 
 
Next up is a super famous unit, know as Memlük. They usually had 2 Memlük Servant-at-
Arms troops that followed them into battle, and mopped up the opponent after the 
devastating cavalry charge. Memlük were armed with 2 javelins, 2 pistols, a carbine and a 
scimitar. 
 
Arab Cavalry is the last unit on the list. They were recruited from Bedouins and were armed 
with a musket, a sabre, and a long-spear (not a lance, a long-spear). 
 
 
Nizam-i-Cedid Cavalry 
 
The only cavalry troop recruited in the Nizam-I-Cedid armies was lancers. They were 
armed with only the lance, had no armor. They used the European tactics, fighting in much 
tighter formations, and thinner ranks. 
 
 
Additional Ottoman Infantry notes 
 
Ottoman Tufekci Musketeers: 
 
These were the main force of Ottoman regulars, used volley fire for first sign of combat, but 
then undisciplined fire where each man would pick a target and were able to bear down 
accurate, but slow fire on the advancing enemies at a greater range. Armed with Tufenk 
musket and sword, they were definitely a force to be reckoned with at long range, and in 
melee (against other infantry) didn’t adopt the bayonet as it was seen as a dishonorable 
weapon and that it was labeled "cheap Importations from the west." Very well suited for 
sieges, not helpful for open land combat, where the Ottomans generally got decimated. 
Remember Ottoman armies are suited for sieges. Not much is known on their quality in 
Europe, but the Iraqi Bashar was very happy at their performance from defending Iraq from 
the Wahabi raiders and defeating Persian raiding parties. Napoleon did comment on the 
high quality of musketry of Ottoman forces, but did not specify who was shooting. Tufekci 
musketeers were recruited from 1 in every 20-30 households and married men, single son 
families and only children were not allowed to join. Although they were accurate, their 
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musket took a considerably longer time to reload then the European musket. Furthermore, 
contrary to popular belief, the tufekci did not fight in a linear or mob like fashion, but rather, 
fought as individuals, where every man was trained individually. Each of their men fired at 
individual targets, whereas Europeans would fire en masse. This is what made them 
excellent marksman and were able to take down their enemies at such a great range.  
 
The Janissaries 
 
They were split into various levels, or grades; Cemaat Janissary, Benluk Janissary, Segban 
Janissaries,  and Bostanci Janissary  
 
The Cemaat (assembly troops/frontiers) comprised of 101 Ortas, were tasked with guarding 
the most important fortresses in the empire and were of lesser quality then their high 
brethren. Due to their lack of experience, they are less reliable in combat then the Beylik / 
Boluk and Segban and preferred to get into melee then shooting. Cemaat Janissary was 
the lowest grade of the regular infantry, but they were still fierce fighters. There training was 
not equal to a French fusilier, but they were better warriors. The Cemaat Janissary was 
also split into their regular units, and light units (they only had a few light units). There was 
no particular uniform for the janissary, they just wore what was in style, and what they liked.  
 
Boluk / Beylik Janissaries were the real janissaries, only 61 Ortas and were armed with 
standard equipment, 1 Tufenk, usually rifled, 1 or more pistols, scimitar and extremely high 
quality gunpowder which would give off white smoke, rather then black. most of these wore 
blue coats and were effectively an armed block, fired in volleys but each man picked an 
individual target, most armies knew Ottoman tactics and concluded a direct assault on this 
division would be complete suicide. Benluk Janissary was a big step above the Cemaat 
Janissary, in society and in their training. These troops defended many important places of 
the Empire. They were armed with the same equipment as the Cemaat, a musket and a 
sabre/sword/scimitar, but of higher quality. They had the same uniform as the Cemaat, but 
of better quality. 
 
Segban Janissaries was the most prestigious corps, only 34 corps and were highly 
efficient, provided most of the officers for every other janissary corps. Little is known 
because they didn’t take part in any conflict in this period, except for Russia 1806-1812, 
which is so little known.  
 
Bostanci Janissary are the best foot troops of the Empire, they are a single unit formed to 
protect the General in battle. They were armed with the same equipment as all Janissaries, 
but these guys had the best. These men were dressed in bright yellow clothes, and used 
the same tactics as the other Janissaries. 
 
Janissaries were very well adept at building defenses and their reloading skill was on a par 
with European regulars, even though their musket was much larger. However, there is a 
problem all historians agree upon, the corruption within the corps, Provincial governors 
raised their own Janissary corps who would take money from the state because they had 
the title "janissary". These janissaries, who the Austrians called "provincial janissaries", 
were just bad quality all around and were only willing to fight, provided they would get paid. 
Not very Islamic and very unorthodox to the original corps, they were definitely stealing 
from the government.  
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Compared to European armies, the Ottoman Infantry fought like irregulars. Their army was 
split into the regulars and the irregulars. They always fought in very deep and loose 
formations. Their common firing tactic was fire and advance, they would do this unit they 
reached close enough to the enemy, then they would charge with their swords.  
 
Irregular Infantry 
 
The first one covered is the Fellah. They are the lowest level of troops in the empire, they 
are just simple peasants impressed into a governors service. They would be lucky to carry 
a firearm, most likely just a spear of some form. 
 
The Re'aya are peasant sharpshooters, used as skirmishers and attached to janissary 
units. They were armed with a musket and some type of melee weapon (axe, club, sword). 
 
Sekban are irregular troops, recruited from governors in times of crisis, usually served 
without pay. They were usually mercenaries, and these troops existed in the Empire’s 
European holdings (Greece, Balkans, Moldavia, that kind of place.) 
 
Derbend Muhafızı is the Empire’s form of militia. They were recruited by governors, and 
usually existed in the empire’s Europeans holdings. 
 
The last is the Levend, these troops are the Empires marine troops, and they are probably 
the best of the irregulars, used for sea-borne invasions. Used in the Mediterranean  and 
European area of the Empire. They usually used a musket and some type of melee 
weapon. 
 
All these troops did not have a particular uniforms or arsenal. 
 
Nizam-i-Ceded Infantry 
 
These troops were trained in European tactics, and were armed and trained in the same 
way. There were many units across the Empire. There were usually a few troops in the unit 
that were armed with rifles, and all the Nizam-I-Cedid infantry units were usually trained for 
light-Infantry tactics anyway. 
 
 
 


